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 to take out your enemy. Capture enemy flags or work with your squadmates to find, secure, and destroy them with either short or long-range weapons. 3D Realms Publisher 3D Realms Releases 3D Realms Anthology for PC, Consoles, Mac, Linux, iPad, and Android By User Info waymarked A description for this Game Was Found: Released: 2016-09-29 Platform: PC, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3
Release Date: 2016-09-29 Genre: Action, Shooter, RTS Source: Wikipedia 3D Realms Files For Bankruptcy 3D Realms, the studio behind the Unreal and Duke Nukem franchises, has filed for bankruptcy after 15 years of operations. 3D Realms claims the company's game projects are in development and are not affected by the bankruptcy filing. "They are in various stages of development with no

specific projects that we are committed to at this time," said president George Broussard. "We have released several games in recent years, including Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory and Tribes: Ascend, and plan to release additional games in the future. However, the company is experiencing liquidity issues and is seeking an outside investor to assist in growing and sustaining the business. We will
continue to develop and release our games as planned." 3D Realms has released three games since 2003: the Unreal and Duke Nukem games, and a follow-up to the Tribes game, Tribes: Vengeance. The new version of Tribes is in development, and will be released sometime next year. The company is working on an Unreal Tournament-style game. The new development team includes many Unreal

Tournament developers. 3D Realms Staff Mad Dog Studios Staff 3D Realms' new website (requires 3D Realms Staff login) currently has a countdown clock for Tribes: Ascend, which is expected to be released in late 2017. 3D Realms Staff Mad Dog Studios Staff 3D Realms' new website (requires 3D Realms Staff login) has a countdown clock for Tribes: Ascend, which is expected to be released in
late 2017. 3D Realms is shutting down 3D Realms is shutting down, ending 15 years of operations. 3D Realms claims the company's game projects are in development and are not affected by the bankruptcy filing. "They are in various stages of development with no specific projects that we are committed to at this time," said president George Broussard. "We have released several games in recent

years, including Wolfenstein: 82157476af
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